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The goal of this work is to explore architectural mechanisms for supporting explicit communication in cache-
coherent shared memory multiprocessors. The motivation stems from the observation that applications display
wide diversity in terms of sharing characteristics and hence impose different communication requirements on the
system. Explicit communication mechanisms would allow tailoring the coherence management under software
control to match these differing needs and strive to provide a close approximation to a zero overhead machine from
the application perspective. Toward achieving these goals, we first analyze the characteristics of sharing observed
in certain specific applications. We then use these characteristics to synthesize explicit communication primitives.
The proposed primitives allow selectively updating a set of processors, or requesting a stream of data ahead of its
intended use. These primitives are essentially generalizations of prefetch and poststore, with the ability to specify
the sharer set for poststore either statically or dynamically. The proposed primitives are to be used in conjunction
with an underlying invalidation based protocol. Used in this manner, the resulting memory system can dynamically
adapt itself to performing either invalidations or updates to match the communication needs. Through application
driven performance study we show the utility of these mechanisms in being able to reduce and tolerate communication
latencies.
Key Words: Shared memory multiprocessors, cache coherence, latency tolerating techniques, synchronization, explicit
communication
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1 Introduction
Shared memory multiprocessors are attractive and have been accepted as the model of choice for parallel programming
due to ease of programming. One of the main problems in such machines is that the implicit communication via
memory accesses could result in considerable network overhead due to the latency for remote accesses. The key
to achieving good performance is to keep these overheads low. Coherent caches, and relaxed memory consistency
models strive to keep the latencies for remote accesses low. Further, careful layout of the data in the caches to avoid
false-sharing, and sufficiently large caches at each node would help in reducing the false-sharing and capacity misses
(and the ensuing latencies and network traffic) in the caches. Despite all these tricks, an application can experience a
considerable amount of network latency and contention due to cache misses resulting from true sharing. To reduce or
tolerate these latencies, shared memory machines often include mechanisms for explicit non-blocking communication
such as prefetch (which is receiver-initiated and brings the data to the processor before it is actually used), and poststore
(which is sender-initiated and sends the data as soon as it is produced to potential consumer processors). Further, there
have been several recent proposals to provide message-passing style communication primitives in a shared memory
machine [14, 17, 19]. We refer to a specific combination of memory model and coherence protocol, together with
some explicit communication primitives as a memory system in this paper.
All such latency reducing and tolerating mechanisms have simply one goal, namely, to make the parallel machine
appear as close as possible to a zero-overhead machine from the point of view of an application. The appropriateness
of a particular technique very much depends on the specifics of the communication pattern in the application, and it
has been shown [16] that no one technique is universally applicable for all applications.
While there has been considerable amount of recent work in using synchronization information to relax memory
consistency models, there has been relatively little research in exploiting synchronization information to trigger
coherence actions as well as guide the use of explicit communication in shared memory machines. It is our belief
that software-directed coherence management offers the ability to achieve this. We propose a set of simple primitives
which are essentially generalizations of poststore and prefetch. The primitives allow selectively sending updates to
a set of processors, and prefetching a stream of data spanning multiple cache blocks. As will become evident in
Section 4, the selective update mechanism determines, either dynamically or statically, the set of processors who
need to be sent updates. The set is determined by the sharing pattern of the application. Other than one additional
state in the memory directory, the selective-store primitive does not incur any more space overhead compared to any
directory-based coherence protocol.
These primitives when used in conjunction with a basic write-invalidate protocol allows the system to dynamically
switch between the invalidation and update strategies for enforcing cache coherence based on the sharing pattern in the
application. This allows the memory system to reap the advantages of both write-invalidate and write-update protocols
with little or no added hardware complexity. We show that with a little bit of help from the application either in terms
of dominant phases where the sharing pattern in the application is expected to change, and/or in terms of association
of locks with the data they govern, we can considerably reduce the latencies for true-sharing using these primitives
under software control (i.e. compiler). Our work is in line with the current trend in shared memory multiprocessor
design [29, 18] that emphasizes the need for flexibility in the choice of the coherence protocol that a machine provides
to meet the changing needs of an application.
Using an application-driven approach, this research makes several contributions. The primary thesis of this re-
search is that software-directed management of caches with appropriate hardware assists for explicit communication is
a promising approach to achieving high performance in shared address space parallel machines. The main contribution
is the set of architectural mechanisms (Section 4) for software-directed cache management. An equally important
contribution is identifying the inherent communication patterns in the selected applications and matching the commu-
nication primitives to these patterns. An evaluation of four memory systems, ranging from purely hardware controlled
to a combination of hardware/software mechanisms in the context of these specific applications is the third contribution
of this work.
We give the motivation for our study in Section 2, the application characteristics that drive the choice of mechanisms
in Section 3, the architectural mechanisms for explicit communication in Section 4, the details of the four memory
systems being compared in Section 5, the performance results in Section 6, and concluding remarks in Section 7.
2 Motivation
Shared memory machines provide the convenience of a shared address space across processors easing the burden of
writing parallel programs. But supporting a shared address space alone (as is the case in NUMA machines without
private caches) can result in performance penalties when processors access data that is external to their local memory.
Since applications tend to exhibit spatial and temporal locality, it is important to provide hardware support for efficient
locality management in such machines. In shared memory machines, it is customary to provide private caches with
each processor that facilitate the exploitation of locality by replicating data at each node. As we mentioned earlier, the
consistency model presented by the memory system and the coherence protocols used for the caches combine to keep
the overheads associated with locality management low. Early designs [25, 12] used sequential consistency [20] for the
memory model which presents a uniformly consistent view of shared memory for all processors at all times. Recently,
use of some form of relaxed memory consistency model has been proposed as a means to improve performance of
cache-based shared memory multiprocessors [24, 1, 11]. The basic premise is that most shared memory applications
follow some synchronization model and expect consistent views of data only at well-defined synchronization points.
Therefore, architectures based on such relaxed memory models overlap communication with computation by allowing
global operations (such as invalidations) to go on in the background and only requiring such operations complete
before a synchronization operation.
In addition to the specific memory consistency model is the issue of coherence management in a cache-based
shared memory multiprocessor. Cache coherence protocols broadly fall into two categories: write-invalidate and
write-update.
Invalidation-based schemes are more suited to migratory data and can become inefficient when the producer-
consumer relationship for shared data remains relatively unchanged during the course of execution. On the other hand,
update-based protocols can result in significant overheads due to repeated updates to the same data before they are used
by another processor, as well as redundant updates when there are changes to the sharing pattern of a data item. The
update and invalidation based scheme schemes thus have their relative advantages and disadvantages, and based on
application characteristics one may be preferable over the other. Invalidations are useful when an application changes
its sharing pattern, and updates are useful to effect direct communication once a sharing pattern is established.
By dynamically switching between updating and invalidating, the competitive update [27] scheme attempts to get
the advantages of both schemes. The basic protocol in this scheme is update-based; however, a history of redundant
updates to each individual cache line is tracked and used by a processor to self-invalidate and stifle future updates to
this line. Similarly, Dahlgren et al. [9] show that we can benefit by extending hardware cache coherence mechanisms
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with techniques such as adaptive prefetching and migratory sharing. But such mechanisms which rely entirely on the
hardware may not provide the flexibility to adapt to the inherent characteristics of different applications. Recognizing
that a fixed protocol for cache consistency may not suffice, there have been recent proposals [18, 29] to have a menu
of coherence protocols implemented in software so that an application can choose the right one depending on its
communication pattern. Falsafi el al. [13] show that we can gain substantially by matching the coherence protocol
to an application’s communication pattern and memory semantics. However, there is a concern of increasing the
programming complexity by requiring the application developer to choose the right coherence protocol.
Therefore, there is a need for striking a balance between flexibility and programming ease. We need hard-
ware/software mechanisms that give the flexibility for dynamically adapting the way coherence actions are effected,
while at the same time not imposing a heavy burden on the programmer in terms of programming complexity. This
is the primary motivation behind this work. Toward this end, we first need to look at applications and study their
communication/sharing characteristics (Section 3). These characteristics can in turn suggest primitives that should
be supported in the underlying system which can be implemented either in hardware or software (Section 4). As far
as possible, our objective is to relegate the task of using these primitives to the compiler so that the programming
complexity for the application programmer is not increased. To achieve this objective, we need to determine the
knowledge that can be gleaned from the application by the compiler and how this information can be used to automate
the process of issuing the right commands to take the appropriate consistency actions at runtime (Section 5). In the
next section, we examine the communication characteristics of typical parallel applications to help synthesize the
mechanisms that will help in reducing their communication overhead.
3 Application Characteristics
Studying communication characteristics of parallel applications can intuitively suggest architectural primitives that
can be beneficial. Communication resulting from the data access pattern of applications may be broadly classified
into static and dynamic. If the data access pattern of an application can be pre-determined at compile-time then the
resulting communication is defined as static. FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), SOR (Successive Over Relaxation), and
Matrix Multiplication, are examples of such applications where the entire execution displays static communication
pattern. There are several other applications where the communication is static at least for certain phases. For instance,
global sums which use a static logarithmic tree structure to effect communication are frequently used in applications.
For such static communication, the producer knows the exact consumer set and can directly propagate the data item to
the processors in this set. An invalidation-based protocol would be inefficient in these cases because of unnecessary
invalidates to the consumer set. A naive update-based protocol may send unnecessary repeated updates, and updates to
processors which may no longer be in the consumer set, particularly when the set changes across phases of execution.
Hence, in order to optimize on static communication, it would be beneficial to have an explicit communication
mechanism wherein a producer can selectively propagate a data item to a set of consumers that it specifies. The
compiler may be able to use such a primitive to effect the communication using the application knowledge regarding
the data access pattern without placing undue burden on the programmer.
Several other applications fall in the dynamic category where the communication varies with the dynamics of
program execution. This dynamism poses some problem in determining the consumer set for effecting explicit
communication. Fortunately, synchronization information in the program can be used sometimes for triggering such
actions. For instance, consider the data items produced in a critical section under the control of a mutual exclusion
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lock. Figure 1 shows this scenario where P0 writes a variable in a critical section which is subsequently read by P1
after obtaining the lock. If we had some mechanism for P0 to selectively send data to P1, that would reduce the
observed data access latency for P1. Clearly some programmer help is needed in associating data items with the lock
structure. Also some help is needed in implementing the lock library calls such that any waiting processor for a lock is
identifiable through the lock structure. Assuming such help is available, if there was a mechanism that allows explicit
communication then the compiler could use the association of data with the lock for P0 to send the data when produced
to any waiting P1 (which can be looked up using the lock structure). Figure 1 shows this sender-initiated transfer using
broken lines. This scheme potentially has two benefits over an invalidation scheme which is usually considered the
best candidate for such migratory sharing pattern. Firstly, P1 will not incur a miss penalty for data access subsequent
to procuring the lock. This is one of the advantages of combining synchronization with data transfer [4, 21, 15, 30].
Secondly and more importantly, the transfer of data from P0 to P1 can be started as soon as the data item is ready to be
written and does not have to be delayed until the unlock point. Essentially, the synchronization information is being
used at the earliest possible time to trigger the coherence action through such an explicit communication primitive. In
application scenarios exhibiting significant lock contention (where combining synchronization with data transfer helps
significantly) such a mechanism will help even more since there is very high likelihood for a consumer to be waiting














Figure 1: Accesses for variables governed by locks
Many applications in the dynamic category go through phases where the sharing pattern does not change within
a phase but changes across phases. The producer may not be able to provide a consumer set to effect explicit
communication as in the static cases. The Nbody simulation using the Barnes-Hut algorithm is a typical application
which exhibits such behavior. The application simulates the motion of bodies over time steps, and in each step the
motion of a body is determined by the state of other bodies that can affect its motion. In successive steps, the bodies
are not expected to move drastically and the communication pattern would thus remain the same for these steps. But,
over several time steps the bodies can move to establish a different sharing pattern. As we mentioned earlier, an
invalidation based protocol would be unsuitable for successive steps where the sharing pattern does not change. A
simple minded update protocol would send updates to a superset of the old consumer set and would not adapt itself to
changes in the sharing pattern. For such applications, it would be useful to have a mechanism that adapts itself to a
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new sharing pattern dynamically and sends updates to the consumers in the new set. For another class of applications
such as EM3D [7] and CG in the dynamic category, the communication pattern may not be apparent at compile time
but the communication becomes deterministic once the program begins execution (i.e. the input data is read in). Since
communication is dependent on the input data set, the compiler cannot explicitly give the consumer set when the data
item is produced. Dynamically providing an explicit consumer set as is done in [13] would involve a substantial change
in the application code. However it can be seen that this sharing pattern is just a special case of the dynamic sharing
pattern observed in applications such as Barnes-Hut. Therefore, if we had a mechanism for handling the general case
then that would work for this special case as well. Use of this primitive can be directed by the compiler based on the
synchronization information in the program (Section 5).
In all the above cases, we have attempted to exploit sender-initiated data transfer wherein the producer sends data
to the consumers. Instead of a naive update based protocol we use application knowledge in determining the consumer
set for sending updates. In the static case, the information is gleaned directly from the application. In the first of the two
dynamic cases, the information could be obtained using association of data with locks and the synchronization structure
itself (such as a lock). In the second dynamic case, the information has to be gleaned by tracking the sharing pattern
of the application at runtime. However, there are several applications with dynamic communication characteristics
where the sharing information is simply not available at the time the data is produced. For instance, in applications
such as IS and CHOLESKY where there is no lock contention [32], the producer cannot effect the data transfer since
it does not know the next consumer. For such scenarios, we need to resort to receiver-initiated communication where
the consumer explicitly requests the data item. An advantage with sender-initiated communication is that the data
transfer can be started as soon as the data item is produced. Receiver-initiated communication can at best be started
immediately following a synchronization point as is shown in Figure 1 where P1 performs a read after acquiring the
lock. Potentially, a considerable amount of overlap (T2 - T1 in Figure 1) can be lost because of this. For effectiveness
of receiver-initiated transfer, the request for the data should be made as soon after the synchronization operation as
possible and a sufficient gap should exist between the time the request is made and the time the data is actually needed.
The prefetch mechanism is usually the best bet in such situations. However, since it is in units of the cache line it
has limitations when used for fetching large structures. For instance, with reference to Figure 1 if we assume that the
critical section is used to manipulate a queue; then several fields of the queue object (head, tail, etc.) may need to be
prefetched all roughly at the same time. Since these fields may span several cache lines this would result in multiple
prefetch request messages. To cut down on the number of messages, and to enable streaming of the data back to the
requesting processor it would be beneficial to have a prefetch-like primitive that is decoupled from the cache line size.
Multithreading [35] is another latency tolerating technique that can be useful in some cases where the prefetch cannot
be initiated early enough. But this issue is beyond the scope of this paper and we do not discuss it further.
Having identified application needs towards minimizing communication overhead, we present architectural mech-
anisms that help us accomplish these goals in the next section.
4 Architectural Mechanisms
4.1 The Base Hardware
The base hardware is a CC-NUMA machine. Each node has a piece of the shared memory with its associated full-
mapped directory information, a private cache, and a write buffer [24]. Figure 2 shows the relevant details of the node
architecture. A cache block can exist in one of three states, INVALID, VALID and DIRTY. VALID state is a potentially
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shared clean state, while DIRTY state is an exclusive state requiring a write-back on cache line replacement. The
state information in the memory directory, and the exact state transitions will depend on the specifics of the memory
systems to be presented in the next section. The write buffer is used in the implementation of memory systems with
weaker memory models. For such memory systems, the write buffer keeps track of pending writes, and stalling the
processor on a write when the buffer is full. The write buffer is flushed when a processor reaches a synchronization
fence. Read operations are assumed to be blocking, and the processor is stalled until the operation is complete. The
interconnection network is 2-D mesh. Links in the North, South, East and West directions enable a processor in the
middle of the mesh to communicate with its four immediate neighbors. Processors at corners and along an edge have
only two and three neighbors respectively. Messages are circuit-switched and are routed along the row until they reach











Figure 2: The Node Architecture
The above hardware is not significantly different from the node and directory structure of other CC-NUMA
machines such as Stanford Dash [24], or MIT Alewife [2]. To accommodate the diversity of the explicit communication
mechanisms we plan to propose in the next few subsections, we require the memory directory controller to be slightly
more flexible. As in any other design, the directory controller will normally use the information in the “presence"
vector for taking coherence actions. However, the directory controller can also be told to ignore the “presence" vector
and explicitly send coherence messages (invalidations or updates) to a set of processors specified to it. The hardware
cost for this flexibility is negligible (just a few gates for generating the processor set mask), and it adds at most a
two-level gate delay to the latency. As will become evident the different explicit communication mechanisms that we
propose will use this feature to generate the processor set to match the communication requirements of the application.
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4.2 The Mechanisms
We now present a set of architectural mechanisms for direct communication to be implemented on top of the base
hardware. We will use these mechanisms to define a new memory systems in the next section. These mechanisms
are assumed to be implemented through the cache and directory controller hardware. The important point to note is
that these mechanisms are integrated with the basic underlying directory-based coherence maintenance. In this sense
they are very different from the explicit communication primitives such as those proposed in MIT Alewife [19] or
Stanford Flash [36], in that there is no address space management nor explicit coherence maintenance burden at the
application level on the programmer for using our primitives. Of the proposed primitives, PSET WRITE provides
explicit communication for the static case, SYNC WRITE provides explicit communication for the dynamic case
within critical sections, and the two variants of the RSTREAM primitive provide arbitrary-sized prefetch capabilities.
For the dynamic case with varying sharing patterns across different phases of execution, we provide a primitive called
SEL WRITE to be used in conjunction with normals reads and writes.
PSET WRITE(address, value, pmask): This primitive is used for static communication where the processor issuing
this request gives an explicit mask (pmask) of the processors to which the new value for the address is to be propagated.
The request is sent to the directory controller which writes the new value to memory, invalidates any existing cached
copies of this memory block (obtained from the “presence" vector in the corresponding directory entry) that are not
specified in the pmask, and sends the modified memory block to all the processors in the pmask. The corresponding
cache block is set to the VALID state in the processors specified in the pmask, the directory state is also set to VALID
for this block, and the presence vector is modified to reflect the new set of active sharers.
SYNC WRITE(address, value, pmask): This primitive is just a special case of the PSET WRITE primitive to be
used by the software when association of locks with the data they govern is available via programmer annotations.
Presumably this primitive is issued by a processor that is currently holding a mutual exclusion lock. The compiler can
generate code by de-referencing the lock structure governing the critical section to send update to the first processor
(if any) waiting on this lock. Thus ‘pmask’ is a singleton processor that is next in line to get the lock. Upon issue of
this request, the directory controller updates the memory block, invalidates any cached copies for this block, and sends
the modified memory block to the processor identified by pmask.
SEL WRITE(address, value): The SEL WRITE (Selective Write) primitive has the same intent as PSET WRITE
with the difference that the set of processors for sending updates is dynamically determined using the directory
information. Upon receiving this request, the directory controller writes to memory, and sends updates to the caches
that have a copy of this memory block as determined from the presence vector. As we mentioned earlier, applications
sometime go through phases where the sharing pattern does not change within a phase but changes across phases. Thus
within a phase this primitive serves to send updates. Across phases, when the sharing pattern changes the presence
vector has to modified appropriately to reflect this change. In the next section when we describe the memory system
that incorporates this mechanism we will show how this modification is accomplished.
The above three explicit write mechanisms compute the following two boolean expressions at the directory to
figure out if a processor  should be updated or invalidated
update(








) == TRUE if (!update[i] && presence[

])
where pmask is the processor mask passed by the explicit write primitive (0 for SEL WRITE), and presence[

] indicates
the corresponding presence bit.
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RSTREAM(address, # bytes), RSTREAM EX(address, # bytes): These primitives are generalizations of the
prefetch mechanism for use in receiver-initiated communication scenarios. Traditional prefetch operations work at a
block level and attempt to bring the block to the issuing processor in a VALID or EXCLUSIVE mode. The RSTREAM
and RSTREAM EX primitives allow specifying the number of bytes that need to be prefetched in addition to shared or
exclusive mode of access. The memory directory treats a single request as a sequence of block requests (commensurate
with the number of bytes requested) starting with the block containing ‘address’. Appropriate coherence actions are
taken for each block before sending the block to the requester. Semantically these primitives work as though the
processor issued multiple block level prefetch requests, but the optimization comes in being able to bundle multiple
prefetch requests into one. The request is sent to the directory controller that handles ‘address’. If the request straddles
multiple pieces of the distributed shared memory then the requester will get back only the blocks that can be serviced
by this controller. Clearly for performance reasons (i.e. to reduce the number of misses), it will be best if the requested
blocks can be serviced by a single directory controller.
5 Memory Systems
The design choices in realizing a cache-coherent shared memory system include the memory consistency model, the
cache coherence protocol, and any explicit communication primitives. In this study we will consider Sequential
Consistency (SC) [20] and Release Consistency (RC) [23] as the two choices for the memory model. Write-invalidate
and write-update are the choices for the cache coherence protocol. The explicit communication primitives that we
consider are the mechanisms that we proposed in the previous section. A specific combination of these three parameters
gives rise to a unique memory system.
While the choice of the memory model and coherence protocol to implement the model may be independent in
principle, certain combinations may not perform very well and hence can be eliminated from consideration. For
example, SC with a write-update protocol is not expected to perform very well in large-scale multiprocessors. Thus in
this work we consider the following four (SCinv, RCinv, RCupd, RCexp) memory systems for comparison.
SCinv: A memory system with SC memory model, a Berkeley-style state transition write-invalidate cache coherence
protocol, and with no other explicit communication primitive is used as the base memory system. In SCinv, as should
be evident the processor stalls on every read and write operation that involves the network. Therefore, the write buffer
which we described in the base hardware (see Section 4) does not play any role for this memory system.
RCinv: This memory system uses RC memory model, a Berkeley-style write-invalidate protocol, and no explicit
communication primitives. In this system, a processor write that misses in the cache is simply recorded in the write-
buffer without stalling the processor. The write is completed when ownership for the block is obtained from the
directory controller, at which point the write request is retired from the buffer. The processor may have to stall if the
write-buffer is full when it incurs the write-miss. It may also have to stall if the buffer is non-empty at a release point.
RCupd: This memory system uses RC memory model, a simple write-update protocol not unlike the one used in
Firefly [34] for state transitions, and no explicit communication primitives. From the point of view of the processor,
writes are handled exactly similarly as in RCinv. At a release point, the processor stalls until the pending writes in the
write-buffer are complete.
RCexp: This is a memory system which is RCinv augmented with all the new primitives for explicit communication
proposed in the previous section. Figure 7 is a state transition diagram of the cache and directory for this new system
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which shows how the new primitives can be integrated with the underlying write-invalidate protocol. The normal
read and write operations work as in a traditional invalidation-based scheme. The state transitions for RSTREAM
and RSTREAM EX are similar to normal read and write respectively. PSET WRITE and SYNC WRITE invalidate
processors with valid copies that are not in the given mask and update the ones specified in the mask setting the state
to VALID in the directory and caches. The SEL WRITE primitive is the most interesting in terms of the coherence
actions. This primitive serves two purposes: it is an explicit way for a processor to inform the hardware that a sharing
pattern has been formed; and it also serves to send updates to the processors that are in this sharer set. The way these
two purposes are achieved is explained below.
Forming a Sharer Set Dynamically: Consider a memory block with no replicas in any cache. As each processor
incurs a read miss for this block, the block is fetched from the directory setting the appropriate presence bit in the
directory for this block. Thus the presence vector reflects the current sharing pattern. Now consider a processor that
wishes to write to this memory block. A normal invalidation-based protocol would simply invalidate the current copies
to give exclusivity to the writer. However, if the program is written to obey some synchronization model (such as RC)
then no processor should be reading this particular address being written while some processor is attempting to write it.
Further, after a release point it is highly likely (assuming that the sharing set does not change) that the processors who
had copies of this block prior to the write will re-read the block. This is the key observation behind the SEL WRITE
primitive. Upon receiving this request, the directory controller sends updates to the processors in the presence vector.
The memory is updated as well and the state of this block in the caches having a copy of this block remain VALID. The
directory state is then set to SV (Special Valid) to indicate that a sharing pattern has formed. Subsequent SEL WRITEs
by processors in this set result in updates to the set of sharers.
Changing the Sharer Set Dynamically: We provide two ways by which the sharing pattern can be changed. The
first one is reader-initiated and is effected when a new reader tries to join the set. This reader incurs a read miss
and sends a request to the directory. If the directory state for this block is SV then it is an indication that a sharing
pattern has already been set by the producer. The fact that there is a read-miss for a block in SV state is an indication
of a change in the sharing pattern. This is a logical conclusion since this read-miss could have happened only in a
phase of the application different from the one in which the SV state was set. Thus the directory will assume that
this read-miss request to be its cue for forming a new sharer set. In response to this read-miss request, the directory
controller sends invalidations to the existing sharer set given by the presence vector, sends the memory block to the
requesting processor, and sets the state for this block to VALID. Subsequent read-misses from other processors for this
block would result in the growth of this sharer set until it gets frozen again by the next SEL WRITE.
Alternatively, we could have simply allowed the new reader to join the sharer set (retaining the SV state). This
would allow for the possibility that the new sharer set may have considerable overlap with its immediate predecessor.
We consciously decided against this alternative since in the limit such a scheme would degenerate to write-update.
Our solution of deciding a new sharer set on each read-miss in SV state seems to be in line with the observed sharing
pattern changes in several applications (such as Barnes-Hut) wherein processors join and withdraw from the pattern at
around the same time.
Ideally, we would like for the uninterested processors to be dropped from the sharer set. This can be accomplished
either by an explicit primitive (such as the reset-update primitive proposed in [22]) that can be issued under software
control, or an implicit mechanism such as competitive update [27] that allows a processor to self-invalidate a block
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based on the history of updates to that block. It is not clear how the former can be used without considerable help from
the application, and the latter has a potential for being too slow in retiring members of the old sharer set. We have not
considered these alternatives to changing the sharer set in this work, and plan to do so in the future.
We also provide a writer-initiated method for changing the sharer set. When a processor issues a normal write
when the directory state for that block is SV, all cached copies are invalidated giving exclusive ownership to the writer.
Thus the old sharing pattern is discarded to be re-formed again with subsequent read misses. The protocol thus uses a
mix of invalidations to effect changes in sharing patterns, and updates to effect direct communication once a sharing
pattern is established.
Using the Explicit Communication Primitives: As we mentioned in section 3, we would like to leave the task of
using the explicit communication primitives in the new RCexp memory system to the compiler so that the programming
complexity for the application programmer is not increased. To achieve this objective, we need to determine the
knowledge that can be gleaned from the application by the compiler and how this information can be used to automate
the process of issuing the right primitive towards optimizing communication. It should be noted that an incorrect
use of a primitive in our memory system will not affect the correctness of the execution (since all primitives work
through the coherence protocol). The compiler can use data-dependence analysis of the application program towards
identifying the write operations that can benefit from the use of PSET WRITE. For accesses to variables that involve
static communication, dependence analysis can reveal the processors in the consumer set to which updates should be
propagated.
Since mutual exclusion locks are typically used to regulate accesses to some shared object, it is natural for the
programmer to make an association between the object and the lock which governs it. If this association were to be
made available in the program (can be easily provided as a language construct itself), the compiler can directly generate
SYNC WRITE calls for the writes to the object within the lock and unlock regions. With regard to the SEL WRITE
primitive, the application programmer can give useful hints to the compiler to demarcate phases of execution and the
compiler would substitute normal writes with the SEL WRITE version for shared variables within such phases. For
example, a program may pass through distinct phases of execution such as a ComputationalFluid Dynamics application
which contains a conjugate gradient kernel followed by an integer sort. In such cases, the programmer can explicitly
demarcate these phases, and the compiler can use this information to perform the first write in a phase as a normal
write (to destroy the old sharing pattern) and subsequent writes as SEL WRITEs. In the absence of such hints from the
application, the compiler may choose to use SEL WRITE for all writes to shared objects, and rely on the underlying
hardware mechanism for changing the sharer set when new readers join the set. As an aside, it should be noted that
use of SEL WRITE eliminates the false-sharing problem in invalidation-based schemes.
Considerably more experience is needed in analyzing applications to determine how much informationcan be easily
gleaned to automate the process of using these primitives in the compiler. The work by Cytron et al [8], Cheong and
Veidenbaum [6, 5], and Min and Baer [26] have goals similar to ours in attempting to reduce the global communication
by providing software-directed cache coherence.
6 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of the above-mentioned memory systems using a set of applications. We
simulate the relevant details of the shared memory hardware on top of SPASM [32, 33], an execution-driven parallel
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architecture simulator. Table 1 gives the specific parameters of the base hardware used in the simulation. Our focus
is on designing and evaluating mechanisms for tolerating communication overhead resulting from true sharing in
applications. Therefore, we assume an infinite cache at each node in our simulations and eliminate capacity misses.
Cache Access 1 cycle
Memory Access 10 cycles
Link Bandwidth 1.65 cycles/byte
Network Messages 8-40 bytes
Cache Block Size 32 bytes
Write Buffer 4 entries
Network Interface Buffer 16 entries
Table 1: Hardware Parameters
Our main objective is to understand how efficiently these different memory systems are able to cope with the
communication overheads present in these applications due to true sharing. These overheads are:
 read stall: this is the wait time seen by a typical processor for read-misses;
 write stall: this is the wait time seen by a typical processor for write misses;
 buffer flush: this is the wait time seen by a typical processor at synchronization points for outstanding writes to
complete;
 synchronization stall: this is the time seen by a typical processor at synchronization points waiting for other
processors (e.g. work imbalance at a barrier, or lock contention);
Out of these overheads, the specifics of the memory systems are expected to affect only the first three, since the
same synchronization support is assumed in all the memory systems. In fact our results show that the synchronization
stalls are comparable across applications for all the memory systems. Therefore we do not discuss synchronization
stalls in the rest of the paper.
Before presenting the simulation results, some general observations are in order. The SCinv system is the base
system, which is the simplest in terms of both hardware and programming complexity. The RCinv and RCupd systems
are expected to perform better than SCinv due to being able to incur lesser write stalls. The read stall time in RCupd
system would be purely due to cold misses while the read stall time in RCinv would arise from cold and coherence
misses. Thus we expect RCinv to incur a higher read stall overhead compared to the RCupd. Repeated writes to the
same cache block and redundant updates would increase the network traffic in RCupd resulting in two detrimental
effects compared to RCinv. The first effect is a possible increase in network contention. The second effect is a possible
increase in buffer flush time. Thus for a given application, we expect RCupd to have a lower read stall time while
RCinv to have a lower buffer flush time. It is possible to use a write-merge-buffer [10] to reduce the detrimental
effects in RCupd. This buffer would allow potential merging of writes to the same block thus reducing the number of
network messages. However, there may be a penalty in using the write-merge buffer in the form of increased buffer
flush time at synchronization points. This is due to the fact that flushing from this buffer cannot be overlapped with
the computation. Therefore, in our studies we have not considered the effect of using a write-merge buffer.
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So, in order to illustrate the merits of RCexp it is sufficient to show that it tracks read stall times comparable
to RCupd, and buffer flush times comparable to RCinv across applications. Further, we would like to incur as few
network messages as possible to achieve these effects.
In the next few subsections we discuss results of executing three applications – Barnes-Hut, Integer Sort (IS), and
Conjugate gradient (CG) – on the four memory systems. We have conducted experiments over a range of processors.
The results presented are for 16 processors.
6.1 Barnes-Hut
Barnes-Hut is an N-body simulation application. The application simulates over time the movement of these bodies
due to the gravitational forces exerted on one another, given some set of initial conditions. The parallel implementation
[31] statically allocates a set of bodies to each processor and goes through three phases for each simulated time
step. The regions of space are organized in a tree data structure with the bodies forming the leaves. The first phase
(make-tree) in each time step associates bodies to a specific region in space, and computes the center of mass for the
regions hierarchically. In the second phase (consumer-phase, each processor computes the velocity component for the
bodies assigned to it which could involve visiting various nodes of the tree. In the third phase (producer-phase), each
processor computes the coordinates of its bodies in space based on the velocities computed in the previous phase.
As bodies move in space the set of nodes that each body has to interact with in the consumer-phase could gradually
change over time. With an invalidation protocol this sharing pattern leads to invalidations during the producer-phase
followed by re-reads during the consumer-phase. On the other hand, the change of sharing pattern over time makes
this application unsuitable for an update protocol. While this producer-consumer relationship is well-defined, the
access pattern during the make-tree phase has a non-deterministic effect on the sharing pattern of the application as a
whole. So we conduct two sets of experiments. In the first one, we study the behavior of the memory systems for this
fairly random sharing pattern of the application as a whole. In the second one, we study the memory systems for the
well-defined producer-consumer sharing pattern by ignoring the interactions in the make-tree phase.
Message type SCinv RCinv RCupd RCexp:SY RCexp:SW
Read request 18226 18182 351 9579 11022
Write request 1596 1595 4425 1662 1618
Invalidate 27439 26968 0 21963 21988
Update 0 0 160979 9026 7549
Table 2: Barnes-Hut: number of messages sent by a processor
Figure 3 shows the relevant overheads for the four memory systems for the entire application. The vertical axis
gives the time in simulated cycles. The percentage on top of the bar gives the cumulative overheads as a fraction of
the overall application execution time for that memory system.
Comparing SCinv with RCinv, we see that the reduction in write stalls in RCinv helps in reducing the overall
overheads despite the buffer flush time. With RCupd the sharer set continually increases over time. This combined
with the frequent synchronizations in the make-tree phase results in a large write stall time and even larger buffer
flush time. For RCexp memory system, we use SEL WRITE for writes to shared objects during the producer-phase,
and SYNC WRITE during locked accesses in make-tree phase (bar labeled RCexp:SY in Figure 3). Despite the
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Figure 3: Barnes-Hut
stall time compared to invalidate protocols, and also reduces the write stall and buffer flush times compared to RCupd.
The bar labeled RCexp:SW only uses SEL WRITE and no SYNC WRITEs. Its performance is almost the same as
RCexp:SY, but for a small decrease in read stall time in the latter due to SYNC WRITEs. Table 6.1 compares the
resulting message traffic for the different memory systems.
Message type SCinv RCinv RCupd RCexp
Read request 9255 9262 369 1981
Write request 831 834 1488 837
Invalidate 8450 8454 0 3538
Update 0 0 62757 7680
Table 3: Barnes-Hut (producer-consumer): number of messages sent by a processor
Figure 4 shows the relevant overheads for the four memory systems by only considering the producer-consumer
sharing pattern. RCupd does much better in this case since the protocol is able to track the producer-consumer
relationship more closely without the interference of the make-tree phase. But RCexp:SW performs better than RCupd
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Figure 4: Barnes-Hut (producer-consumer)
almost the same indicates that our system tracks the true sharing pattern of the application. Further, the elimination of
unnecessary updates (see Table 3) compared to RCupd results in lower write stall and buffer flush times. In fact the
write stall time is fairly close to that observed for invalidation protocols.
6.2 IS
Integer Sort is a kernel that occurs in Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation applications and is part of the NAS benchmark
suite [3]. The kernel uses a parallel bucket sort to rank a list of integers. The parallel implementation that we study has
been described in [28]. The problem size is 32K and the bucket size is 2K. It should be noted that this implementation
has very good scalability on KSR-2 for large problem sizes (1 M). For our simulation we used a smaller problem size
(which amplifies the overheads relative to the overall execution time) to keep the simulation time low. However, this
does not affect the generality of our results since we are only interested in showing the relative merits of the memory
systems.
Message type SCinv RCinv RCupd RCexp:RS RCexp:SW RCexp:RS
Read request 2353 2353 1557 2332 2338 2332
Write request 1259 1259 3968 1260 3201 3201
Invalidate 1080 1080 0 1080 1186 1187
Update 0 0 8634 0 0 0
Table 4: IS (16 processors, 32K data points): number of messages sent by a processor
Figure 5 shows the relevant overheads for the four memory systems for IS. The implementation goes through
six phases, each separated by a barrier synchronization. The sharing pattern changes across phases. Thus RCupd
would progressively send updates to more number of processors than is necessary. However, the data produced by one
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Figure 5: IS
would incur costly read stalls. We tried three variants for RCexp for this application. In one case we used SEL WRITE
for all shared objects relying on the hardware to adapt to the changing sharing pattern across phases (bar labeled
RCexp:SW in Figure 5). In the second case we used RSTREAM to pull in the needed data (bar labeled RCexp:RS in
Figure 5). In the last case we used both SEL WRITE and RSTREAM (bar labeled RCexp:RW in Figure 5).
RCinv does not perform significantly better than SCinv because any saving in the write stall time is lost in the
buffer flush time. As expected the read stall time is lesser for RCupd compared to RCinv. However, the dominant
overhead for RCupd is the buffer flush time which makes RCupd worse overall compared to both SCinv and RCinv.
We notice that all three variants of RCexp perform equally well and comparable to RCinv. In particular we see that
the buffer flush time for all three variants is close to RCinv, and the read stall time is only slightly worse than RCupd.
Table 4 gives the message counts for the different memory systems.
6.3 CG
Conjugate Gradient is also a kernel from the NAS benchmark suite. The bulk of the execution time for this kernel is
in a sparse matrix multiplication. Figure 6 shows the relevant overheads for the four memory systems for CG. The
producer-consumer relationship inherent in this application favors an update protocol. Further the communication
pattern remains unchanged over the entire computation across iterations. For RCexp we use SEL WRITE to exploit
the producer-consumer relationship (bar labeled RCexp:SW in Figure 6). The write stall time is very close to the
RCinv and the read stall time is very close to the RCupd as expected. Table 5 gives the message counts for the different
memory systems.
From our initial experiments, we observe that the use of explicit communication primitives integrated into the
coherence mechanism brings us closer to the goal of realizing a zero overhead machine. Looking at it from an
applications perspective such a goal indicates a need for hardware mechanisms that are general enough and which can
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Figure 6: CG
Message type SCinv RCinv RCexp:PS RCexp:SW
Read request 3856 3856 3535 368
Write request 264 264 264 264
Invalidate 3600 3600 3620 300
Update 0 0 20 3320
Table 5: CG (16 proc, 1400x1400 matrix): number of messages sent by a processor
couple of mechanisms and indicated how the same mechanism can be used by different primitives from the application
viewpoint without additional programming complexity. On the other hand, the choice of a single protocol may not be
clear based on the application. Further an application might need to switch between protocols as its data sharing and
access patterns change. These issues need further investigation and are part of our ongoing work.
7 Concluding Remarks
While shared memory parallel programming is appealing it is generally recognized that achieving good performance
in shared memory machines requires considerable effort. The implicit communication in terms of shared memory
accesses can result in considerable communication overheads. Managing the caches through the software can give
more control over when and how coherence actions are performed. In this work we have proposed a set of explicit
communication mechanisms to augment the normal cache coherence protocol that handles implicit communication.
These mechanisms are integrated with the underlying cache coherence management. The intent of these mechanisms
is to enable tolerating and minimizing the communication overheads. The mechanisms are intended to be inserted
automatically by the compiler using application hints coupled with synchronization information in the application.
The use of these primitives requires very little change in the application programs, and involves marginal increase in
hardware complexity. When these primitives are used in conjunction with an invalidation protocol, we show that we
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can achieve read stall times that are comparable to update protocols while keeping the write stall and buffer flush times
close to invalidation based protocols used for implementing weaker memory models.
There are several issues that require closer scrutiny. We would like to explore other ways of tracking and changing
the sharing pattern different from the one used in this study. We would also like to see the impact of write-merge
buffers on our results. Further, we assumed infinite caches to eliminate the effects of capacity misses and study only
the impact of our primitives on true sharing misses. We believe our primitives would have even more impact with
limited size caches and studying these effects are also part of our ongoing research efforts.
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Figure 7: The Coherence Protocol of RCexp
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